International Emergency Economic Powers Act (50 U.S.C. 1701–1706) ("IEEPA"), issued Executive Order 13382 (70 FR 38567, July 1, 2005) (the "Order"), effective at 12:01 a.m. eastern daylight time on June 30, 2005. In the Order the President took additional steps with respect to the national emergency described and declared in Executive Order 12938 of November 14, 1994, regarding the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction and the means of delivering them.

Section 1 of the Order blocks, with certain exceptions, all property and interests in property that are in the United States, or that hereafter come within the United States or that are or hereafter come within the possession or control of United States persons, of:

1. The persons listed in the Annex to the Order;
2. any foreign person determined by the Secretary of State, in consultation with the Secretary of the Treasury, the Attorney General, and other relevant agencies, to have engaged, or attempted to engage, in activities or transactions that have materially contributed to, or pose a risk of materially contributing to, the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction or their means of delivery (including missiles capable of delivering such weapons), including any efforts to manufacture, acquire, possess, develop, transport, transfer or use such items, by any person or foreign country of proliferation concern;
3. any person determined by the Secretary of the Treasury, in consultation with the Secretary of State, the Attorney General, and other relevant agencies, to have provided, or attempted to provide, financial, material, technological or other support for, or goods or services in support of, any activity or transaction described in clause (2) above or any person whose property and interests in property are blocked pursuant to the Order; and
4. any person determined by the Secretary of the Treasury, in consultation with the Secretary of State, the Attorney General, and other relevant agencies, to be owned or controlled by, or acting or purporting to act for or on behalf of, directly or indirectly, any person whose property and interests in property are blocked pursuant to the Order.

Information on the additional designees is as follows:

THE NUCLEAR REACTORS FUEL COMPANY (a.k.a.: SUREH) Location: 61 Shahid Abtahi St., Karosp e Shomal, Tehran; Persian Gulf Boulevard, Km20 SW Esfahan Road, Iran)

NOOR AZFAR GOSTAR COMPANY (a.k.a.: NAGCO, NAGC, Noor Afza Gostar) Location: 4th Floor, Bloc 1, Building 133, Mirdamad Avenue, Tehran, Iran; Opp Seventh Alley, Zarafshan Street, Eivanak Street, Qods Township)

FULMEN GROUP (a.k.a.: Fulmen Company) Locations: 167, Darya Blvd., Saadat Abad, 1466983565, Iran; No. 167 Darya Blvd., Sharak Ghods, Tehran, Iran; P.O. Box 19395/1371, Tehran; No 57, Lida St. Vaisier Ave, 19697, Tehran, Iran; No. 57, Lida St. After Vanak Sq, Vaheli Ave, 19697, Tehran, Iran; Sadat Abad, Shahra Qods (Shahra Gharb), Darya Ave, 19697, Tehran, Iran)

YASA PART (a.k.a.: Arfa Paint Company) Arfeh Company, Farasapehe Engineering Company, Hosseini Nejad Trading Co, Iran Saifron Company or Iranasifron Co, Shetab G, Shetab Gaman, Shetab Trading, Y.A.S. Co Ltd. Locations: West Lavansai, Tehran, Iran, 009821, Sa’adat Abad, Shahrdari Sq Sarv Building, 3rd Floor, Unit 5, Tehran, Iran; No 17, Balooch Alley, Vaezi St, Shariati Ave, Tehran, Iran)

Dated: November 17, 2011.

William J. Burns, Deputy Secretary, Department of State.

For further information, including a list of the exhibit objects, contact Julie Simpson, Attorney-Adviser, Office of the Legal Adviser, U.S. Department of State (telephone: (202) 632–6467). The mailing address is U.S. Department of State, SA–5, L/PD, Fifth Floor (Suite 5H03), Washington, DC 20522–0505.

Dated: November 22, 2011.

J. Adam Ereli,
Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary, Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs, Department of State.

For further information, including a list of the exhibit objects, contact Paul W. Manning, Attorney-Adviser, Office of the Legal Adviser, U.S. Department of State.

Culturally Significant Objects Imported for Exhibition Determinations: “Ancient Egypt—Art and Magic: Treasures From the Foundation Gandour pour L’Art, Geneva, Switzerland”

SUMMARY: Notice is hereby given of the following determinations: Pursuant to the authority vested in me by the Act of October 19, 1965 (79 Stat. 985; 22 U.S.C. 2459), Executive Order 12047 of March 27, 1978, the Foreign Affairs Reform and Restructuring Act of 1998 (112 Stat. 2681, et seq.); 22 U.S.C. 6501 note, et seq.), Delegation of Authority No. 234 of October 1, 1999, and Delegation of Authority No. 236–3 of August 28, 2000 (and, as appropriate, Delegation of Authority No. 257 of April 15, 2003), I hereby determine that the objects to be included in the exhibition “In Wonderland: The Surrealist Adventures of Women Artists in Mexico and the United States,” imported from abroad for temporary exhibition within the United States, are of cultural significance. The objects are imported pursuant to loan agreements with the foreign owners or custodians. I also determine that the exhibition or display of the exhibit objects at the Los Angeles County Museum of Art, Los Angeles, California, from on or about January 29, 2012, until on or about May 6, 2012, and at possible additional exhibitions or venues yet to be determined, is in the national interest. I have ordered that Public Notice of these Determinations be published in the Federal Register.